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Based on longitudinal ethnographic work on migration between the United States and Taiwan, Time and Migration interrogates
how long-term immigrants negotiate their needs as they grow older and how transnational migration shapes later-life transitions.
Ken Chih-Yan Sun develops the concept of a "temporalities of migration" to examine the interaction between space, place, and
time. He demonstrates how long-term settlement in the United States, coupled with changing homeland contexts, has inspired
aging immigrants and returnees to rethink their sense of social belonging, remake intimate relations, and negotiate opportunities
and constraints across borders. The interplay between migration and time shapes the ways aging migrant populations reassess
and reconstruct relationships with their children, spouses, grandchildren, community members, and home, as well as host
societies. Aging, Sun argues, is a global issue and must be reconsidered in a cross-border environment.
This book surveys the lives and experiences of hundreds of thousands of eighteenth-century non-elite Londoners in the evolution
of the modern world.
From the mid-eighteenth century to the early nineteenth century, the English Old Poor Law was waning, soon to be replaced by
the New Poor Law and its dreaded workhouses. In Writing the Lives of the English Poor, 1750s-1830s Steven King reveals
colourful stories of poor people, their advocates, and the officials with whom they engaged during this period in British history,
distilled from the largest collection of parochial correspondence ever assembled. Investigating the way that people experienced
and shaped the English and Welsh welfare system through the use of almost 26,000 pauper letters and the correspondence of
overseers in forty-eight counties, Writing the Lives of the English Poor, 1750s-1830s reconstructs the process by which the poor
claimed, extended, or defended their parochial allowances. Challenging preconceptions about literacy, power, social structure, and
the agency of ordinary people, these stories suggest that advocates, officials, and the poor shared a common linguistic register
and an understanding of how far welfare decisions could be contested and negotiated. King shifts attention away from traditional
approaches to construct an unprecedented, comprehensive portrait of poor law administration and popular writing at the turn of the
nineteenth century. At a time when the western European welfare model is under sustained threat, Writing the Lives of the English
Poor, 1750s-1830s takes us back to its deepest roots to demonstrate that the signature of a strong welfare system is malleability.
Examines nineteenth-century British fiction in the light of the new realities of human migration.
The image we have of refugees is one of displacement – from their homes, families and countries – and yet, refugee settlement is
increasingly becoming an experience of living simultaneously in places both proximate and distant, as people navigate and
transcend international borders in numerous and novel ways. At the same time, border regimes remain central in defining the
possibilities and constraints of meaningful settlement. This book examines the implications of ‘belonging’ in numerous places as
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increased mobilities and digital access create new global connectedness in uneven and unexpected ways. Belonging and
Transnational Refugee Settlement positions refugee settlement as an ongoing transnational experience and identifies the
importance of multiple belongings through several case studies based on original research in Australia and New Zealand, as well
as at sites in the US, Canada and the UK. Demonstrating the interplay between everyday and extraordinary experiences and
broadening the dominant refugee discourses, this book critiques the notion that meaningful settlement necessarily occurs in
‘local’ places. The author focuses on the extraordinary events of trauma and disasters alongside the everyday lives of refugees
undertaking settlement, to provide a conceptual framework that embraces and honours the complexities of working with the
‘trauma story’ and identifies approaches to see beyond it. This book will appeal to those with an interest in migration and diaspora
studies, human geography and sociology.
This book is an exciting additionto themigration studies literature, presentingresearch conducted in Britain, France and South
Africa which explores the migration experiences of African families across two generations.Global processes of African migration
areexamined through a comparative approach that employs an intergenerational lens to uncover the ways in which familial
relations, citizenship and belonging are shaped post-migration. This comparative approach explores the commonalities of African
migration as well as the differential impacts as a result of particular socio-cultural contexts and national migration regimes. The
book enables readers to learn about the lived experiences of African migrants in areas such as citizenship, belonging,
intergenerational transmission, work, education, social mobility and discrimination.
In 2006, the United Nations reported on the “feminization” of migration, noting that the number of female migrants had doubled
over the last five decades. Likewise, global awareness of issues like human trafficking and the exploitation of immigrant domestic
workers has increased attention to the gender makeup of migrants. But are women really more likely to migrate today than they
were in earlier times? In Gender and International Migration, sociologist and demographer Katharine Donato and historian Donna
Gabaccia evaluate the historical evidence to show that women have been a significant part of migration flows for centuries. The
first scholarly analysis of gender and migration over the centuries, Gender and International Migration demonstrates that variation
in the gender composition of migration reflect not only the movements of women relative to men, but larger shifts in immigration
policies and gender relations in the changing global economy. While most research has focused on women migrants after 1960,
Donato and Gabaccia begin their analysis with the fifteenth century, when European colonization and the transatlantic slave trade
led to large-scale forced migration, including the transport of prisoners and indentured servants to the Americas and Australia from
Africa and Europe. Contrary to the popular conception that most of these migrants were male, the authors show that a significant
portion were women. The gender composition of migrants was driven by regional labor markets and local beliefs of the sending
countries. For example, while coastal ports of western Africa traded mostly male slaves to Europeans, most slaves exiting east
Africa for the Middle East were women due to this region’s demand for female reproductive labor. Donato and Gabaccia show
how the changing immigration policies of receiving countries affect the gender composition of global migration. Nineteenth-century
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immigration restrictions based on race, such as the Chinese Exclusion Act in the United States, limited male labor migration. But
as these policies were replaced by regulated migration based on categories such as employment and marriage, the balance of
men and women became more equal – both in large immigrant-receiving nations such as the United States, Canada, and Israel,
and in nations with small immigrant populations such as South Africa, the Philippines, and Argentina. The gender composition of
today’s migrants reflects a much stronger demand for female labor than in the past. The authors conclude that gender imbalance
in migration is most likely to occur when coercive systems of labor recruitment exist, whether in the slave trade of the early modern
era or in recent guest-worker programs. Using methods and insights from history, gender studies, demography, and other social
sciences, Gender and International Migration shows that feminization is better characterized as a gradual and ongoing shift toward
gender balance in migrant populations worldwide. This groundbreaking demographic and historical analysis provides an important
foundation for future migration research.
Migration has been a phenomenon throughout human history but today, as a result of economic hardship, conflict and
globalization, a higher percentage of people than ever before live outside their country of birth. Increased international migration
has resulted in more movement of information, traditions and cultures. Migration acts as a catalyst: not only for social change, but
also for the generation of new aesthetic phenomena. The Culture of Migration explores the ways in which culture and the arts have
been transformed by migration in recent decades--and, in turn, how these cultural and aesthetic transformations have contributed
to shaping our identities, politics and societies.Making an important contribution to the emerging cross-disciplinary field of
migration studies, this book examines contemporary cultural and artistic representations of migration and gathers new
perspectives on the subject from across the disciplines of the arts and humanities. Renowned and emerging scholars in the field of
migration, culture and aesthetics--among them the distinguished theorists Mieke Bal, Nikos Papastergiadis, Roger Bromley and
Edward Casey--address the broader themes and underlying discourses of recent studies in migration and culture.

With its focus on poverty and welfare in England between the seventeenth and later nineteenth centuries, this book
addresses a range of questions that are often thought of as essentially "modern": How should the state support those in
work but who do not earn enough to get by? How should communities deal with in-migrants and immigrants who might
have made only the lightest contribution to the economic and social lives of those communities? What basket of welfare
rights ought to be attached to the status of citizen? How might people prove, maintain and pass on a sense of
"belonging" to a place? How should and could the poor navigate a welfare system which was essentially discretionary?
What agency could the poor have and how did ordinary officials understand their respective duties to the poor and to
taxpayers? And how far was the state successful in introducing, monitoring and maintaining a uniform welfare system
which matched the intent and letter of the law?This volume takes these core questions as a starting point. Synthesising a
rich body of sources ranging from pauper letters through to legal cases in the highest courts in the land, this book offers a
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re-evaluation of the Old and New Poor Laws. Challenging traditional chronological dichotomies, it evaluates and puts to
use new sources, and questions a range of long-standing assumptions about the experience of being poor. In doing so,
the compelling voices of the poor move to centre stage and provide a human dimension to debates about rights,
obligations and duties under the Old and New Poor Laws.
This book represents the first attempt to identify and describe a workhouse reform ‘movement’ in mid- to late-nineteenthcentury England, beyond the obvious candidates of the Workhouse Visiting Society and the voices of popular critics such
as Charles Dickens and Florence Nightingale. It is a subject on which the existing workhouse literature is largely silent,
and this book therefore fills a considerable gap in our understanding of contemporary attitudes towards institutional
welfare. Although many scholars have touched on the more obvious strands of workhouse criticism noted above, few
have gone beyond these to explore the possibility that a concerted ‘movement’ existed that sought to place pressure on
those with responsibility for workhouse administration, and to influence the trajectory of workhouse policy.
What happens when Somalis find themselves in countries with which they have few obvious cultural links? In Australia,
where a majority of Somalis are Australian citizens, this absence of cultural connection is only partly remedied within an
official multicultural model. To understand the mechanics of contemporary belonging and the challenges faced by
Western societies as they attempt to "integrate" Somali migrants, this book explores representations of Somali
resettlement. How do particular representations contribute to or detract from Somali settlement and belonging in their
host countries? What kinds of representations help Somalis to feel at home in their new contexts? In the contexts of
Australia and Italy--taken as case studies--Somalis are marginalised in different ways. This book considers
representations as "possible spaces" that may counter reductive anti-African and anti-Muslim stereotypes that still
condition public perceptions of Somali settlement. Approaching the question of belonging from a variety of disciplines,
representations that embody Somali subjectivities and enable movement beyond exclusive paradigms of Italian or
Australian nationhood are taken into account. Each representation is assessed for its ability to invite new forms of
identification that lead to a process of "taking place".
This study explores the challenges encountered by Mexican families as they endeavour to find their place in the United
States.
"Low income, poor education and related difficulties" diminish the lives of native-born and immigrant, and remain largely
unaltered by an emphasis on cultural retention and national migration policy. Perhaps in the end, Gans's criterion
remains the only useful measure of migration policy, and a sense of belonging; that regardless of official statements
about multiculturalism or embrace of difference, and in the face of continued marginality, a successful settlement is one
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that survives as "by and large a good place to live." - From the Introduction
How do migrants feel "at home" in their houses? Literature on the migrant house and its role in the migrant experience of
home-building is inadequate. This book offers a theoretical framework based on the notion of home-building and the
concepts of home and house embedded within it. It presents innovative research on four groups of migrants who have
settled in two metropolitan cities in two periods: migrants from Italy (migrated in the 1950s and 1960s) and from mainland
China (migrated in the 1990s and 2000s) in Melbourne, Australia, and migrants from Morocco (migrated in the 1950s and
1960s) and from the former Soviet Union (migrated in the 1990s and 2000s) in Tel Aviv, Israel. The analysis draws on
qualitative data gathered from forty-six in depth interviews with migrants in their home-environments, including extensive
visual data. Levin argues that the physical form of the house is meaningful in a range of diverse ways during the process
of home-building, and that each migrant group constructs a distinct form of home-building in their homes/houses,
according to their specific circumstances of migration, namely the origin country, country of destination and period of
migration, as well as the historical, economic and social contexts around migration.
Art, Borders and Belonging: On Home and Migration investigates how three associated concepts-house, home and
homeland-are represented in contemporary global art. The volume brings together essays which explore the conditions
of global migration as a process that is always both about departures and homecomings, indeed, home-makings, through
which the construction of migratory narratives are made possible. Although centrally concerned with how recent and
contemporary works of art can materialize the migratory experience of movement and (re)settlement, the contributions to
this book also explore how curating and exhibition practices, at both local and global levels, can extend and challenge
conventional narratives of art, borders and belonging. A growing number of artists migrate; some for better job
opportunities and for the experience of different cultures, others not by choice but as a consequence of forced
displacement caused economic or environmental collapse, or by political, religious or military destabilization. In recent
years, the theme of migration has emerged as a dominant subject in art and curatorial practices. Art, Borders and
Belonging thus seeks to explore how the migratory experience is generated and displayed through the lens of
contemporary art. In considering the extent to which the visual arts are intertwined with real life events, this text acts as a
vehicle of knowledge transfer of cultural perspectives and enhances the importance of understanding artistic
interventions in relation to home, migration and belonging.
This book uses digital ethnography to study critically the impact of digital media on transnational migrations, using case
studies on diverse topics including transient migrants, gender and religion, ethnic migrants, refugees, intergenerational
relationships, and transnational relationships across the borders of space and time
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The Orthodox migration in the West matters, despite its unobtrusive presence. And it matters in a way that has not yet been explored in social
and religious studies: in terms of size, geographical scope, theological input and social impact. This book explores the adjustment of
Orthodox migrants and their churches to Western social and religious contexts in different scenarios. This variety is consistent with Orthodox
internal diversity regarding ethnicity, migration circumstances, Church-State relations and in line with the specificities of the receiving country
in terms of religious landscape, degree of secularisation, legal treatment of immigrant religious institutions or socio-economic configurations.
Exploring how Orthodox identities develop when displaced from traditional ground where they are socially and culturally embedded, this book
offers fresh insights into Orthodox identities in secular, religiously pluralistic social contexts.
At the core of this book are three central contentions: That medical welfare became the totemic function of the Old Poor Law in its last few
decades; that the poor themselves were able to negotiate this medical welfare rather than simply being subject to it; and that being doctored
and institutionalised became part of the norm for the sick poor by the 1820s, in a way that had not been the case in the 1750s. Exploring the
lives and medical experiences of the poor largely in their own words, Sickness, medical welfare and the English poor offers a comprehensive
reinterpretation of the so-called crisis of the Old Poor Law from the later eighteenth century. The sick poor became an insistent presence in
the lives of officials and parishes and the (largely positive) way that communities responded to their dire needs must cause us to rethink the
role and character of the poor law.
This book explores the complex category of the ‘skilled migrant,’ drawing on multi-sited narrative interviews with migrants who have all lived
in Australia at some point in their lives (as an origin and/or destination). Developing the more nuanced concept of the ‘mobile settler’, it
shows how becoming a skilled migrant is not just a political and economic determination of knowledge and human capital but a complex
negotiation of contexts – immigration contexts, social locations, qualifications and skills, as well as personal ties. Belying the simple binaries
of official visa categories, these diverse contexts of migrant experience are central to the ways migrants construct their personal histories and
negotiate their shifting attachments to home and belonging over time and space. By highlighting how migrants imagine their own complex
social, cultural, national, professional and linguistic identities and pathways, this book extends the agent-centred approaches to global
mobility and transnationalism that have emerged in cultural studies and social and cultural geography in recent years, according greater
recognition to the individualised, local and lived experiences of global migration and thus engaging more deeply with global concerns about
increased mobility and the challenges it represents.
The Volga Germans assert a particular ethnic identity to articulate their complex history as a multinational community even in the absence of
traditional practices in language, religious piety, and communal lifestyle. Across multiple migrations and settlements from the eighteenth to
the twentieth centuries, the Volga Germans' self-constructed group identity served historically as a tool with which to navigate uncertain
politics of belonging. As subjects of imperial Russia's eighteenth-century colonization project the Volga Germans held a privileged legal status
in accordance with their settlement in the Volga River region, but their subsequent loss of privileges under the reorganization and
Russification of the modern Russian state in the nineteenth century compelled members of the group to immigrate to the Midwest in the
United States where their distinct identity took its full form. The Volga Germans' arrival on the Great Plains coincided with an era of mass
global migration from 1846 to 1940, yet the conventional categories of immigrant identity that subsumed Volga Germans in archival records
did not impede their drive for community preservation under a new unifying German-Russian identity. A contingent of Midwest Volga
Germans migrated in 1881 to Albina, a railroad town across the Willamette River from Portland, Oregon where the pressures of assimilation
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ultimately disintegrated traditional ways of life--yet the community impulse to articulate its identity remained. Thus, while Germans are the
single largest ethnic group in the U.S. today numbering forty-two million individuals, Portland's Volga German community nevertheless
continues to distinguish itself ethnically through its nostalgia for a unique past.
Migration, a force throughout the world, has special meanings in the former Soviet lands. Soviet successor countries, each with strong ethnic
associations, have pushed some racial groups out and pulled others back home. Forcible relocations of the Stalin era were reversed, and
areas previously closed for security reasons were opened to newcomers. These countries represent a fascinating mix of the motivations and
achievements of migration in Russia and Central Asia. Migration, Homeland, and Belonging in Eurasia examines patterns of migration and
sheds new light on government interests, migrant motivations, historical precedents, and community identities. The contributors come from a
variety of disciplines: political science, sociology, history, and geography. Initial chapters offer overall assessments of contemporary migration
debates in the region. Subsequent chapters feature individual case studies that highlight continuity and change in migration debates in
imperial and Soviet periods. Several chapters treat specific topics in Central Eurasia and the Far East, such as the movement of ethnic
Kazakhs from Mongolia to Kazakhstan and the continuing attractiveness to migrants of supposedly uneconomical cities in Siberia.
This book charts the gender differences in crime in early modern Frankfurt. It shows that women’s prosecuted crime patterns in Frankfurt
were both similar and different to that of other European cities.
This book explores the relationships between home, work and migration among Vietnamese people in East London, demonstrating the
diversity of home-making practices and forms of belonging in relation to the dwelling, workplace and wider city. Engaging with wider
scholarship on transnationalism, urban mobilities and the geopolitical dimensions of home among migrants and diasporic communities, the
author draws on ethnographic work to examine the experiences of people who migrated from Vietnam to London at different times and in
diverse circumstances, including individuals who arrived as refugees in the 1970s, as well as those who have migrated for work or education
in recent years. Migration, Work and Home-Making in the City thus sheds new light on the social, material and spiritual practices through
which people create senses of home that connect them with their country of origin, and reveals how home-making is constrained by
immigration policies, insecure housing and precarious work, thus highlighting the barriers to belonging in the city.
On the Parish? is a study of the negotiations which took place over the allocation of poor relief in the rural communities of sixteenth,
seventeenth and early eighteenth century England. It analyses the relationships between the enduring systems of informal support through
which the labouring poor made attempts to survive for themselves; the expanding range of endowed charity encouraged by the late sixteenth
century statutes for charitable uses; and the developing system ofparish relief co-ordinated under the Elizabethan poor laws. Based on
exhaustive research in the archives of the trustees who administered endowments, of the overseers of the poor who assessed rates and
distributed pensions, of the magistrates who audited and co-ordinated relief and of the royal judges whoplayed such an important role in
interpreting the Elizabethan statutes, the book reconstructs the hierarchy of provision of relief as it was experienced among the poor
themselves. It argues that receipt of a parish pension was only the final (and by no means the inevitable) stage in a protracted process of
negotiation between prospective pensioners (or 'collectioners', as they came to be called) and parish officers. This running theme is itself
reflected in a series of chapters whose sequenceseeks to mirror the experience of indigence, moving gradually (and by stages) from the
networks of care provided by kin and neighbours into the bureaucracy of the parish relief system, emphasising in particular the importance of
labour discipline in the thinking of parish officers.By illuminating the workings of a relief system in which notions of entitlement were both
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under-developed and contested, On the Parish? provides historical perspective for contemporary debates about the rights and obligations of
the poor in a society where the dismantling of the welfare state implies that there is, once again, no right to relief from cradle to grave.

This is a reconstruction of the history of the Muslim community in China known today as the Hui or often as the Chinese Muslims
as distinct from the Turkic Muslims such as the Uyghurs. It traces their history from the earliest period of Islam in China up to the
present day, but with particular emphasis on the effects of the Mongol conquest on the transfer of central Asians to China, the
establishment of stable immigrant communities in the Ming dynasty and the devastating insurrections against the Qing state during
the nineteenth century. Sufi and other Islamic orders such as the Ikhwani have played a key role in establishing the identity of the
Hui, especially in north-western China, and these are examined in detail as is the growth of religious education and organisation
and the use of the Arabic and Persian languages. The relationship between the Chinese Communist Party and the Hui as an
officially designated nationality and the social and religious life of Hui people in contemporary China are also discussed.
Over the last three decades, migration from Mexico to the United States has moved beyond the borderlands to diverse
communities across the country, with the most striking transformations in American suburbs and small towns. This study explores
the challenges encountered by Mexican families as they endeavor to find their place in the U.S. by focusing on Kennett Square, a
small farming village in Pennsylvania known as the "Mushroom Capital of the World." In a highly readable account based on
extensive fieldwork among Mexican migrants and their American neighbors, Debra Lattanzi Shutika explores the issues of
belonging and displacement that are central concerns for residents in communities that have become new destinations for
Mexican settlement. Beyond the Borderlands also completes the circle of migration by following migrant families as they return to
their hometown in Mexico, providing an illuminating perspective of the tenuous lives of Mexicans residing in, but not fully part of,
two worlds.
This volume explores the mutually transformative relations between migrants and port cities. Throughout the ages of sail and
steam, port cities served as nodes of long-distance transmissions and exchanges. Commercial goods, people, animals, seeds,
bacteria and viruses; technological and scientific knowledge and fashions all arrived in, and moved through, these microcosms of
the global. Migrants made vital contributions to the construction of the urban-maritime world in terms of the built environment, the
particular sociocultural milieu, and contemporary representations of these spaces. Port cities, in turn, conditioned the lives of these
mobile people, be they seafarers, traders, passers-through, or people in search of a new home. By focusing on migrants—their
actions and how they were acted upon—the authors seek to capture the contradictions and complexities that characterized port
cities: mobility and immobility, acceptance and rejection, nationalism and cosmopolitanism, diversity and homogeneity,
segregation and interaction. The book offers a wide geographical perspective, covering port cities on three continents. Its chapters
deal with agency in a widened sense, considering the activities of individuals and collectives as well as the decisive impact of
sailing and steamboats, trains, the built environment, goods or microbes in shaping urban-maritime spaces.
This book takes a global perspective to address the concept of belonging in youth studies, interrogating its emergence as a
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reoccurring theme in the literature and elucidating its benefits and shortcomings. While belonging offers new alignments across
previously divergent approaches to youth studies, its pervasiveness in the field has led to criticism that it means both everything
and nothing and thus requires deeper analysis to be of enduring value. The authors do this work to provide an accessible,
scholarly account of how youth studies uses belonging by focusing on transitions, participation, citizenship and mobility to address
its theoretical and historical underpinnings and its prevalence in youth policy and research.
The mobilization of people, populations, and places--and the social interrelations of space and time, memory and longing, and the
global and local--are uniquely analyzed in this fascinating study. Instead of viewing social and cultural relations through the lenses
of rigid institutions, fixed territories, or rooted communities, Ilcan focuses on mobile sites to explore the cultural politics of
settlement. This book examines the social relations of longing and belonging to be found in nation building, ethnographic practices,
dwelling, and diasporas. Ilcan propels us into various dimensions of movement, as well as social relations in the fields of
dispersion, transition, and displacement. Drawing on insights from cultural studies, sociology, and anthropology, she inquires into
contemporary and critical issues on the movement of peoples. Transitional communities represent the tensions and risks
confronting those compelled to leave home, or those for whom a sense of longing superseded any feeling of belonging. This book
provides fresh insight into the placement, and displacement, of particular social groups, including guest workers, migrants, and
immigrants. Ilcan covers the varieties of diasporic relations and the settlements they form, as well as the manifold ways in which
they affect traditional practices of settlement. She considers the cultural, economic, and political implications of globalization,
evoking the struggle in our places of habitation, and the strategies deployed to subvert our habits of settlement.
The crossing of national state borders is one of the most-discussed issues of contemporary times and it poses many challenges
for individual and collective identities. This concerns both short-distance mobility as well as long-distance migration. Choosing to
move - or not - across international borders is a complex decision, involving both cognitive and emotional processes. This book
tests the approach that three crucial thresholds need to be crossed before mobility occurs; the individual’s mindset about
migrating, the choice of destination and perception of crossing borders to that location and the specific routes and spatial
trajectories available to get there. Thus both borders and trajectories can act as thresholds to spatial moves. The threshold
approach, with its focus on processes affecting whether, when and where to move, aims to understand the decision-making
process in all its dimensions, in the hope that this will lead to a better understanding of the ways migrants conceive, perceive and
undertake their transnational journeys. This book examines the three constitutive parts discerned in the cross-border mobility
decision-making process: people, borders and trajectories and their interrelationships. Illustrated by a global range of case studies,
it demonstrates that the relation between the three is not fixed but flexible and that decision-making contains aspects of belonging,
instability, security and volatility affecting their mobility or immobility.
This book explores the relevance of social networking from the perspective of its users to reveal the sociological significance of
(inter)active experiences on Facebook. In doing so, the work examines obscure aspects of Facebook by addressing such
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questions as: What constitutes keeping in touch?; how is knowing of the other different from being with the other?; and why is the
presence of others such an important element of Facebook? Social Ties in Online Networking discusses the significance of social
networking activity through a collection of interviews with the users of Facebook. It analyses what they do, what they like and
watch, but first and foremost how they intend their own actions and others’ actions to be perceived within the realm of social
media. This book is an exploration of relationships, which will be of interest to academics and students in sociology, social theory,
human geography, social networking, media studies and social psychology.
Spurred by major changes in the world economy and in local ecology, the contemporary migration of Africans, both within the
continent and to various destinations in Europe and North America, has seriously affected thousands of lives and livelihoods. The
contributors to this volume, reflecting a variety of disciplinary perspectives, examine the causes and consequences of this new
migration. The essays cover topics such as rural-urban migration into African cities, transnational migration, and the experience of
immigrants abroad, as well as the issues surrounding migrant identity and how Africans re-create community and strive to maintain
ethnic, gender, national, and religious ties to their former homes.

With its focus on poverty and welfare in England between the seventeenth and later nineteenth centuries, this book
addresses a range of questions that are often thought of as essentially “modern”: How should the state support those in
work but who do not earn enough to get by? How should communities deal with in-migrants and immigrants who might
have made only the lightest contribution to the economic and social lives of those communities? What basket of welfare
rights ought to be attached to the status of citizen? How might people prove, maintain and pass on a sense of
“belonging” to a place? How should and could the poor navigate a welfare system which was essentially discretionary?
What agency could the poor have and how did ordinary officials understand their respective duties to the poor and to
taxpayers? And how far was the state successful in introducing, monitoring and maintaining a uniform welfare system
which matched the intent and letter of the law? This volume takes these core questions as a starting point. Synthesising
a rich body of sources ranging from pauper letters through to legal cases in the highest courts in the land, this book offers
a re-evaluation of the Old and New Poor Laws. Challenging traditional chronological dichotomies, it evaluates and puts to
use new sources, and questions a range of long-standing assumptions about the experience of being poor. In doing so,
the compelling voices of the poor move to centre stage and provide a human dimension to debates about rights,
obligations and duties under the Old and New Poor Laws.
Claiming Belonging dives deep into the lives of Muslim American advocacy groups in the post-9/11 era, asking how they
form and function within their broader community in a world marked by Islamophobia. Bias incidents against Muslim
Americans reached unprecedented levels a few short years ago, and many groups responded through action—organizing
on the national level to become increasingly visible, engaged,
and assertive. Emily Cury draws on more than four years
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of participant observation and interviews to examine how Muslim American organizations have sought to access and
influence the public square and, in so doing, forge a political identity. The result is an engaging and unique study,
showing that policy advocacy, both foreign and domestic, is best understood as a sphere where Muslim American identity
is performed and negotiated. Claiming Belonging offers ever-timely insight into the place of Muslims in American political
life and, in the process, sheds light on one of the fastest-growing and most internally dynamic American minority groups.
This volume of essays highlights the autobiogeographies of eight selected geographers who are university faculty
members and work and reside in the United States. Drawing from various geographical narratives, the contributors
explore their trajectories and how they have navigated their personal and professional transnational livelihoods in the
United States.
Migrations and Border Processes: Practices and Politics of Belonging and Exclusion in Europe from the Nineteenth to the
Twenty-First Century brings together scholars from history, sociology and anthropology to explore cross-boundary
mobility and migration during the formation, development, and transformation of the modern (nation-)state explicating the
conflictive and fluctuating character of borders. Current media images of a "fortress Europe" suggest that migrations and
borders are closely connected. The historical perspective demonstrates that such bordering processes are not new.
However, they have developed new dynamics in different historical phases, from the formation of the modern
(nation-)state in the nineteenth century to the creation of the European Union during the second half of the twentieth
century. This book explains the dynamic relationships between borders and migratory movements in Europe from the
nineteenth century to the present by approaching them from four different, overlapping angles: (1) the multiple actors
involved, (2) scales and places of borders and their crossings, (3) the instruments and techniques employed and (4) the
significance of social categories. Focusing on the historical, local specificity of the complex relations between migrations
and boundaries will help denaturalize the concept of the border as well as further reflection on the shifting definitions of
migration and belonging. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the Journal of
Borderlands Studies.
This book explores the experiences of migrant mothers through the lens of the online communities they have created and
participate in. Examining the ways in which migrant mothers build relationships with each other through these online
communities and find ways to make a place for themselves and their families in a new country, it highlights the often
overlooked labour that goes into sustaining these groups and facilitating these new relationships and spaces of trust.
Through the concept of ‘digital community mothering,’ the author draws links to Black feminist scholarship that has shed
light on the kinds of mothering that exist beyond the mother–child dyad. Providing new insights into the experiences of
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women who mother ‘away from home’ in this contemporary digital age, this volume explores the concepts of imagined
maternal communities, personal maternal narratives, and migrant maternal imaginaries, highlighting the ways in which
migrant mothers imagine themselves within local, national, and diasporic maternal communities. As such, it will appeal to
scholars and students with interests in migration and diaspora studies, contemporary motherhood and the sociology of
the family, and modern forms of online sociality.
Rethinking settlement and integration argues that concepts well-established in migration studies such as ‘settlement’
and ‘integration’ do not sufficiently capture the features of adaptation and settling of contemporary migrants. Instead,
Grzymala-Kazlowska proposes the integrative and transdisciplinary concept of 'anchoring', linking the notions of identity,
adaptation and settling while underlining migrants’ efforts at recovering their feeling of security and stability. Drawing on
in-depth interviews and questionnaires with Polish migrants in the United Kingdom and Ukrainian migrants in Poland,
ethnographic and autobiographical research as well as the analysis of texts from internet forums and blogs, this
monograph demonstrates the applications of the author’s original concept of 'anchoring', and its foregrounding of the
combination of sociological and psychological perspectives. Rethinking settlement and integration aims not only to
examine the processes of adaptation and settling among today’s migrants, but highlights practical implications to better
support individuals facing changes and challenges in new, complex and fluid societies.
The issues around settlement, belonging, and poor relief have for too long been understood largely from the perspective
of England and Wales. This volume offers a pan-European survey that encompasses Switzerland, Prussia, Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Britain. It explores how the conception of belonging changed over time and space from the 1500s
onwards, how communities dealt with the welfare expectations of an increasingly mobile population that migrated both
within and between states, the welfare rights that were attached to those who “belonged,” and how ordinary people
secured access to welfare resources. What emerged was a sophisticated European settlement system, which on the one
hand structured itself to limit the claims of the poor, and yet on the other was peculiarly sensitive to their demands and
negotiations.
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